
 

DUALITY PRO by Cobra Magic

Would you believe that you can embed a free-thought number (or name, country,
etc.) into a pre-recorded video, while it is playing?

YES, with Cobra Magic's Duality PRO on your mobile phone you can do exactly
that!

You show your spectators a video of yourself (or an assistant or an animated
character) on your mobile screen, and ask a volunteer to think of any number (or
a word, name of a country, etc.). Towards the end of your own video, the item
thought of suddenly appears - embedded in the video. BOOOOOM!!!

After the effect is over, you can share the video clip (not just a link, but the actual
video) with the "prediction" over your favorite social media platforms, together
with your contact details as well as FB page, Instagram or website. Let the video
spread you name.

The one-time set-up (per video) takes only a few minutes
It's always in your pocket, ready to perform
The video is totally customizable. Apply your creativity and embellish it
with your own style
11 different input methods, to suit your preference
Both Portrait (for mobile) and Landscape (for large screens) are enabled
Easy to set up (only 3 taps) - even easier to perform

Play it BIG You can project the video on a large screen, to generate a great
stage attraction (using a special mode that projects onto the screen).

Generic Videos The app includes a few ready to perform videos prepared by
leading magicians. Just learn the input method (1 minute) and you are ready to
perform.

"It's a marvel, We have a magic trick on us which is the DREAM of magicians"
- Mercurio thierry - Le Petit Magicien Review

"Always in your pocket and you're ready to go anytime, anywhere, use your
personal videos, Totally easy to set-up"
- Magic Orthodoxy review
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